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bobbing up and down, and their two riders in the
extremity of agitation and terror. Most of the
faster-moving Dhafir horsemen had no false shame
about outstripping their slower comrades, but
Hamud's V.C. and seven others stayed behind to
charge the enemy. We heard afterwards that they
were all killed. Our own share in the inglorious
retreat was confined to looking on helplessly, for
even if we had cast anchor we could have done
nothing to help, and should only have run the risk
of being fired down upon from the high bank, and
possibly of running aground when we eventually
tried to turn and make off again,
As we watched, we saw two men slip off their
camel into the long grass, and in a few moments they
appeared stark naked on the narrow strip of sand
at the foot of the bank. For some hundreds of
yards they ran along behind us imploring us to
pick them up, but we were in a particularly danger-
ous part of the stream, and the skipper said that it
was out of the question to stop. While I w&s trying
to explain this to them, a small party of horsemen
appeared behind them on the top of the bank.
"Uddoo! Uddoo!" said my Arab friend. I
pushed my way to a machine-gun, shoved the gun-
ner aside, and gave them a burst, which had the
effect of heading them off and giving the two breath-
less nudities time to collect themselves. Seeing
that we were not going to pick them up, they took
the obvious and sensible step of swimming the
river, and eventually found their way home un-
hurt.
Our prestige was sadly damaged by this ad-
venture. Hamud's only casualties were the V.C.
his seven companions^ but he spread the story

